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The Usual Disclaimer: 
 
I attend these trade shows both to hang out with old friends and to find new and 
interesting things that I might review for a publication in the future. My area of 
interest is primarily in recording and other audio equipment and accessories, so if 
you’re looking for something that’s not here, either it wasn’t on display, I didn’t 
see it, I saw it and I wasn’t curious enough about it to spend much time at the 
booth, or it has been around for a while and either I’ve included it in a previous 
report or it has been adequately covered in magazines and web sites.  
 
The format of this report will be a little different from my usual one in which I have 
things grouped together in fairly narrow categories such as microphones, 
recorders, signal processors, and so on. While I’ve tried to keep things somewhat 
logically connected, this report is a bit more like walking the floor and taking 
things as they come along. It’s an experiment, and honestly, I found few 
categories that would be standouts on their own. There was a lot of “old is new 
again” this year and you’ll see that theme running here and there in this report. 
 
Since NAMM’s focus is on playing music, I’ll start out with some instruments and 
instrument accessories which I usually leave for the end, and then move on to 
the audio stuff. Now, on to the show. 
 
 
Interesting Instruments and Accessories 
 
I’m aware of compensating bridges and the Buzz Feiten tuning system, but this is 
the first time I’ve seen a guitar with a different scale length for each string. The 

concept is not just to achieve 
more accurate intonation, but that 
by optimizing the free length of 
each string rather than making all 
strings the same length, the tone 
can be better balanced across 
the instrument. Italian luthier 

Fabio Ragghianti (now based in Boulder CO) introduced his Radical Classical 
guitar with his multi-scale design. How does he do it? By slanting the bridge, the 
nut, and the frets. Fortunately it apparently (and intuitively) works out that the 
bass strings should be longer than the treble strings. The Radical Classical also 
has a “personal monitor” port cut in the upper bout to give the player a better 
sound. 
 



While Ragghianti  is known for his personal hand made guitars, this line is hand-
built in China under his supervision to keep the price under $2,500.  
http://www.ragghiantiguitars.com 
 
 
It’s a guitar. It’s a synthesizer. It’s a MIDI guitar controller. It’s a drum machine. 
It’s a loop player. Wait! There’s more! It’s a game controller. It has the unlikely 
moniker of the You Rock Guitar. It has three basic playing modes: In Music 
mode, you can plug it into an amplifier or plug in a set of headphones, select a 
patch from its built-in processor and LCD, add an accompaniment if you wish, 
and play music. There’s an audio input that mixes with the synth output so you 
can plug in a music player and play along, and a built-in MIDI sequencer to 
capture your playing.  
 
Connect the USB output to a computer and it becomes a controller and MIDI 
interface for use with any DAW or music program such as Garage Band. In 
Game mode, it interfaces with hardware platform based music games such as 
Guitar Hero and Rock Band, even to the extent that it has the color-coded fret 
markers used for operating those games .  
 
In You Rock mode, it plays loops and it restricts the notes that sound to those 
that fit within the chord progression so you can’t play any bad notes (just wrong 
ones, where it will remind you to practice harder by playing an “error” sound).  
 
It feels a bit odd to play because there are no strings on the neck – what looks 
like a fret board is actually a touch-sensitive controller for every string/fret 
position, On the bridge end, there’s a short set of strings that you pick, all the 
same gauge (a bit reminiscent of the Yamaha G-10 MIDI guitar controller). It has 
a whammy bar, and a mode where you can bend notes. The guy demonstrating 
it, who was a pretty accomplished jazz guitarist, played it quite well and said he 
had only been using it for a few days. 
You can’t get one just for yourself 
because the kids will want to play it, 
and you can’t get one just for the kids, 
because you’ll want to play it, too. 
What the heck, it’s only $200. I don’t 
have a good photo of it, but  as an 
appetizer, here’s a frame capture from 
a video. Several videos are linked 
from http://www.yourockguitar.com 
 
 
Pedal board organizers abounded, some as simple as a place to stick down your 
pedals and clean up the wiring, some with and some without power supplies, and 
various levels of combining pedals, but the most sophisticated (and the most 
expensive) one I saw is the GigRig. It’s been around in Europe for a couple of 



years but this is their first NAMM show so it qualifies for my report. It’s a fully 
programmable matrix router (like a patch bay without the plugs and jacks) that 
allows you to create multiple combinations of pedals in any order you choose, 

independent of their physical 
position on the board. When a 
pedal is bypassed, it’s simply 
excluded from the chain so there’s 
no added noise from passing a 
signal through it. All pedals are 
buffered by Class A amplifiers, and 
a level control at each matrix node 
output allows you to level-match 
any interconnected pedals. In 
addition to the basic pedal board, 

there’s a series of power adapters that can supply 9, 12, 15, 18, or 24 volts from 
a single power supply, and a “virtual battery” that decouples the pedal’s power 
port from the supply rail. The literature says “or if you like the sound of a battery” 
which suggests that it has a higher source impedance than the universal power 
supply to give you that sagging nearly-dead-battery effect possible with some 
pedals. You can spend a grand on the large Pro-14 model, the MIDI-8 is 
cheaper, but it’s an elegant solution for the stage performer who depends on a lot 
of pedal effects.  
http://www.thegigrig.com 
   
 
Wireless guitar systems are becoming more popular, but with the new FCC 
spectrum assignments, you need to be careful where you’re stepping. Good 
wireless systems have traditionally been expensive, and inexpensive ones have 
either not sounded all that great or have been susceptible to interference (or 
both). The Brace DWG 1000 wireless system is priced to sell for around $150 on 
the street, operates in the 2.4 GHz (Bluetooth) band, and like Bluetooth devices, 
finds a free channel out of the 65,000 or so available and sets up both the 
transmitter and receiver, so there’s no pre-planning to find an empty channel.  
 

Like most Bluetooth devices, it 
has a reliable range of around 
100 feet which should get you 
anywhere on stage. Unlike most 
Bluetooth audio communications 
devices, there’s no bandwidth 
compression or companding, so 
audio quality isn’t compromised 
as long as there’s a usable RF 
signal. Up to twelve pairs within 

radio range can be used together, and for players who have several instruments 
all of which play through the same amplifier or PA channel, up to six transmitters 



can link to a single receiver. Principal designer Dave Stokes, having designed 
products for M-Audio and Line 6, has taken great pains with analog circuitry on 
the both the input and output.  
 
My only quibble with the Brace is the use of mini phone jacks (and hence special 
cables – one is supplied with each unit) for the input and output. I normally reject 
those connectors out of hand, but these feel remarkably snug – he must have 
selected quality parts. When I asked why not use standard ¼” jacks, Dave had a 
good answer – ¼” is just the right size for a 2.4 GHz antenna, and the metallic 
jack in the vicinity would disrupt the radiation pattern of the carefully designed  
antenna. Given that the transmitter is small and light enough to attach to a guitar 
strap where the cable can be short and secured, the mini jacks should present no 
practical problem.   
http://www.braceaudio.com 
 
 
The Torpedo VB-101 is probably the ultimate instrument amplifier dummy load, 
cabinet, and mic simulator. It’s a rack-mount hardware unit which takes its input 
from an amplifier’s line level or speaker output (8Ω 150w sink with a pass-
through)  or digital output (AES/EBU or S/PDIF) from a front end processor. Its 
modeled output is based on your choice of speaker/cabinet models and 
microphones positioned as you wish. Outputs are stereo line level analog on 
XLRs, S/PDIF, or AES/EBU. It even has a word clock input, and it can be MIDI 
controlled. It’s very new, pretty expensive, cool looking, and it comes from 
France. A little more info and on-line demos are at 
http://www.themomozone.com/torpedo 
 
 
A new twist (pun intended) on speaker technology comes from Eminence with 
their introduction of Flux Density Modulation (FDM). A 
big knob on the rear of an instrument amplifier 
speaker screws the magnet in or out, altering the 
magnetic circuit of the speaker. This has two effects. 
First, it adjusts the sensitivity of the loudspeaker, 
allowing you to drive the amplifier harder without 
blowing the speaker (assuming the voice coil can 
dissipate the power without melting or coming 
unglued). Second, it changes the Q of the free air 
resonance peak, which, with less damping, results in 
a sharper peak which gooses up the low bass response. Obviously it’s only good 
on open back cabinets, but it offers a different set of tonal adjustments than you 
can get from normal amplifier controls. It might save you from carrying an extra 
speaker or amplifier, and that’s always a good thing.  
http://www.eminence.com/fdm.asp 
 
 



It looks like a hand-held recorder, and indeed can function as one, but I’d have to 
call the Korg SOS (for Sound on Sound) a hand-held musician’s workstation. Its 

name comes from the fact that you can do unlimited Les Paul 
style overdubbing with it. Like Les’ Ampex 400 with the extra 
playback head, you can’t mix on board – playback level in the mix 
is determined by the record level. But unlike Les’ Ampex, you can 
undo flubs, and in addition, each recording pass is saved to a 
MicroSD memory card as a 16-bit 44.1 kHz time stamped 
broadcast wave file, so you can import your late night in the hotel 
room on tour recordings into a multitrack DAW and the tracks will 
line up just as if you recorded them on the DAW.  
 
There’s a built in stereo microphone, as well as line level stereo 
and high impedance guitar inputs, headphone output and a built-

in speaker. There’s a library of rhythm patterns to play to, as well as 100 effects 
for guitar, bass, microphones, and “mastering” presets based on Korg’s REMS 
modeling technology, as well as loop playback and recording, and variable speed 
playback. There’s a chromatic/guitar/bass tuner, and while there are 
straightforward buttons for basic recording functions, menu selection and 
tweaking is via a touch screen.    
http://www.korg.com/Product.aspx?pd=566 
 
 
 
The Audio Stuff 
 
There were, as in several previous shows, a gaggle of new hand-held recorders. 
I won’t mention them all, but the common trends this year were toward longer 
battery life and reduced size. These things can be too small, and in my opinion 
many are there already, but extended battery operation is something that I can 
well appreciate given that my own Zoom H2 gets just a couple of hours out of a 
set of rechargeable AA cells when recording PCM in the 24-bit 44.1 kHz PCM 
mode.  
 
Sanyo makes some of everything electrical, and that includes batteries and hand 
held recorders. Of particular note is their new (claimed world’s tiniest) Xacti 
Sound Recorder ICR-XPS01M powered by an internal Sanyo eneloop 
rechargeable battery pack. While eneloop cell technology doesn’t (yet) have 
quite the capacity (ampere-hours) available from other types, it has the 
advantage of retaining its charge on the shelf much longer than conventional 
lithium-ion cells. Typically one will lose less than 10% of a full charge in six 
months. This is great for someone like me who might go a couple of months 
between uses – I’m less likely to find a dead battery even though I remembered 
to recharge it after my last use. I use eneloop cells for my Zoom.  
 



Sanyo also showed a 9V eneloop rechargeable battery pack for powering stomp 
boxes and other 9V devices. It’s the size of a large hand held recorder, has a 
three-step charge level indicator, two output connectors, and an estimated 
operating time of 27 hours for a 50 mA load (typical of a digital effect pedal). 
Since it uses a 7 Ampere-hour battery and seems to have around 2 A-h capacity 
in use, it appears to use an internal DC-DC converter to get 9V. At the $150 
price, you need to be a firm believer in Green or have a bad habit of not keeping 
fresh batteries handy in order to justify it, but it seems like a good idea in 
concept. 
http://us.sanyo.com/News/SANYO-to-Demonstrate-New-Products-for-Musicians-
at-NAMM-2010 
 
 
 
TASCAM’s new DR-2d handheld recorder follows in the footsteps of their DR-1 
and includes the same musician-oriented features as 
metronome, vari-speed, built-in speaker, and loop 
recording and playback. It also comes with the welcome 
addition of a wireless remote control and a special trick 
called “dual recording.” It records a second stereo track 
at a lower level as a safety to repair a recording marred 
by overloads. Sony uses a similar trick on their PCM-D50 
but Sony takes it a step further – when it detects an 
overload, it automatically replaces the overloaded section 
with the lower level recording, normalizes it, and carries 
on. On the TASCAM DR-2d, you need to do the patch-up 
work yourself, but the backup is there if you need it. It 
can’t, however, repair a front-end overload. I didn’t ask, 
but I assume the dual recording feature can be disabled, otherwise it’ll halve your 
recordable memory capacity. 
http://www.tascam.com/products/dr-2d.html 
 
 
Also new from TASCAM is the DR-680, an over-the-shoulder sized 8-track 
portable flash memory recorder. It seems for track count greater than two these 
days, you need to know how tracks are counted. You can record to all eight 
tracks of the DR-680, or you can call it a six-track recorder with a built-in stereo 
mixdown track. Inputs consist of four XLR combo connectors for mic (with 

phantom power) or line level, two ¼” 
TRS jacks with enough gain for mics 
and phantom power, but you’ll need 
adapters, plus an S/PDIF RCA input. 
Each input has a low-cut filter and 
limiter available. Analog outputs are 
on six RCA jacks, plus  a S/PDIF 
pair.  



 
Recording is 24-bit up to 96 kHz at full capacity and 192 kHz with a reduced track 
count (4, I think) and there are some MP3 modes as well. It eats SD memory 
cards and 8 AA batteries, and comes with an AC power supply. There’s a built-in 
speaker and headphone jack, plus a USB connector for loading, dumping, and 
updating, Metering, setup, and general information is displayed on a bright 
orange front panel LCD. This looks like it would be an excellent recorder for 
surround or multitrack field recording. If you’re working with film sound and need 
time code input, output, and chase, its big brother, TASCAM’s  HS-P82 (new at 
the October 2009 AES show) is the step up.  
http://www.tascam.com/products/dr-680.html 
 
 
This was the first showing of the Presonus StudioLive 24.4.2, the expanded 
version of the 16.4.2 released early in 2009. The 24 has, as expected, 24 main 
input channels compared to the 16 of the first model, and 10 vs. 6 auxiliary 
buses. The basic layout and operation of the two models is very similar. It’s a 
digital console with Firewire outputs from and returns to the channels (both either 
pre- or post-chanel processing), 4 subgroups, main stereo and mono outputs, 
and pretty extensive and flexible routing. The “Fat Channel” is the set of channel 
strip controls laid out horizontally and engaged with a channel or bus’ SELECT 
button. Control settings are indicated on vertical LED ladders which double as 
meters when not tweaking the channel controls. Snapshots can be saved and 
recalled, both for the entire mixer setup and for individual signal processing 
settings, allowing you to copy EQ or dynamics settings from one channel to 
another, or to save a favorite compressor or EQ setting to use in another mix.  
 
Signal processing improvements over the 16-channel version include a sweep 
filter for gate triggering, with an associated key-listen button, mid-frequency EQs 
now have continuously variable bandwidth which spans a wider range (Q from 
0.1 to 4) than the single Hi-Q button on the 16, and the ability to assign the 31-
band graphic equalizer to the auxiliary buses. A quick-access Graphic EQ button 
has been added, eliminating a menu search to access it. While I couldn’t confirm 
this (the console I was playing with didn’t have audio running through it) I’m told 
that the Solo function has been modified to behave like a conventional solo, 
automatically muting the program bus when any SOLO button is pressed. (It 
used to be necessary to turn off whatever you were monitoring with another 
button press unless you wanted to hear “mix plus solo” in the headphones or 
control room monitors) The 24 is expected to come in at about $3,000 street. 
 
In conjunction with the introduction of the StudioLive 24.4.2, PreSonus gave us 
the first look at their VSL (Virtual StudioLive) computer-based control software. 
With the mixer connected to a computer through the Firewire port, VSL gives an 
interactive on-screen view of the entire console with a pop-up Fat Channel 
window displaying dynamics and EQ settings for the selected channel 
graphically. Interactivity with the hardware console is bi-directional, so that any 



changes made with the console controls appear in real time in the VSL graphics, 
and changes made on the VSL screen by dragging controls or points on the 
transfer function curves are immediately reflected in the console settings. Fat 
Channel and effects presets can be dragged and dropped from a list in the VSL, 
and faders, pans, aux levels, mutes and assignment buttons are accessible as 
well.  
 
Virtual StudioLive is pretty cool simply as a remote control and graphic display, 
but it opens up the potential for automation as well. While there’s presently no 
time base or time code input, it seems like a fairly short step (says he who isn’t a 
software developer) from here to MIDI-based automation. Time will tell.  
http://www.presonus.com/products/Detail.aspx?ProductId=52 
 
 

Not to be left behind in the digital mixer 
resurgence, Phonic introduced the Summit, a 
16-channel tabletop console controlled largely 
from a good sized color touch screen, which 
appears from the graphics to be borrowed from 
the Phonic PAA-6 audio analyzer. By itself, it’s 
an analog I/O console with digital guts . A/D 
and D/A converters are 24-bit up to 96 kHz 
sample rate. It has everything you’d expect for 
a console of this class – 4-band EQ and 
dynamics on every channel, two built-in effect 
processors and scene store/recall. A surprise 
feature for a mixer of this size and price is the 

inclusion of moving faders! (PreSonus take note). It wasn’t clear to me whether 
there’s communication between a DAW and the control surface (this was very 
new to the guy who showed me around it) but the potential is there. Live sound 
folks will definitely appreciate having the faders jump to their correct position 
when recalling a scene or setup. There’s a pair of main outputs (both analog and 
AES/EBU) and eight floating outputs which can be assigned as auxiliary sends or 
group bus outputs. An optional computer interface card provides 16 channels in 
and out on both Firewire and USB 2.0 ports.  
http://www.phonic.com/en/mixers/nonpowered-mixers/summit.html 
 
 
As one who does a fair 
amount of field recording, I 
drooled over the new Fostex 
FM-4 portable mixer. The 
FM-4 has four high quality 
line/mic inputs with both 48v phantom and 12v T powering and adjustable low-cut 
filter. The four outputs can be configured either as Main and Sub stereo or four 
discrete direct outputs. Mic inputs and Main outputs are transformer balanced 



(accounting for a significant portion of its substantial weight). Transformers are 
the best defense against stray interference when working in an unknown or harsh 
EMI environment. There’s also a limiter on the main outputs and high frequency 
shelf and mid frequency sweep EQ on channel pairs.   
 
A bright and very high resolution O(rganic)LED display functions either as a 
single meter, a pair of meters, or graphic and text menu for setup and routing. 
This mixer looks and feels great, and seems to be built so that it can be run over 
by a car and survive. It’s also expensive, around $2,500, but that’s a pretty fair 
price these days for a mixer that will find itself in ENG and film location recording 
service, where reliability is worth its weight in . . . well, weight.  
http://www.fostexinternational.com/docs/pro_products/fm_4.shtml 
 
 
 
Focusrite has revamped the Platinum series OctoPre 8-channel mic preamp, and 
now there are two models, the OctoPre MkII and MkII Dynamic, the difference 

between the 
models (in 
addition to 
about $200) is 
a new 
adjustable 

VCA compressor/limiter on each channel replacing the hard limiter and opto 
compressor on the original model. There’s also a new five-step LED meter for 
every input. Focusrite is one of the few who gets digital metering right even when 
limited space necessitates less than a full range meter. The meter steps are -42, 
-18, -6, -3, and 0 dBFS, providing useful resolution near full scale. Keep the -18 
light on most of the time and the -3 light blinking occasionally and you’ll have the 
level set correctly with a warning before things get too hot. Nicer styling than the 
Platinum series, too, I believe.  
 
The new soft knee compressor was designed to sound like the Focusrite Red 3 
series. A single knob adjusts the threshold and make-up gain simultaneously, 
and a “More” button switches the ratio from 2:1 to 4:1 for a more aggressive and 
less transparent sound. The preamps supply phantom power, switchable in 
groups of four, and channels 1 and 2 can be switched to high impedance 
instrument inputs.  
 
Analog outputs are balanced ¼” TRS jacks.  A/D converters provide 24-bit ADAT 
optical digital output at up to 96 kHz sample rate with dual TOSLink connectors 
for channels 1-4 and 5-8 at 2x sample rates. There’s also a corresponding set of 
ADAT optical inputs which, with the press of a front panel button, are routed to 
the analog outputs of the OctoPre MkII for mixdown through a real mixer or for 
monitoring. Word clock input and output are provided, making integration into a 



digital system easy, or perhaps adding another OctoPre or one of Focusrite’s 
Liquid series DAW front ends.  
http://www.focusrite.com/products/saffire/octopre_mkii_dynamic/ 
 
 
From a distance, the Samson Studio GT system looks like yet another pair of 
small (4-1/4” woofer, 1” dome tweeter, 20 watts/channel) magnetically shielded 
desktop monitor speakers. Look closer and you’ll two XLR combo jacks for mic, 
line, or instrument inputs, two headphone jacks, and a 
few controls. On the rear you’ll find RCA and 1/8” mini 
auxiliary input jacks and a USB connector that 
provides audio input and output to a computer. A 
switch selects whether monitoring is only from the 
computer output or a mix (with a variable blend 
control) of the direct input and computer playback, for 
true zero latency input monitoring. This is your basic 
16-bit  44.1/48 kHz USB 1.1 I/O, but that means 
nearly trouble free installation on either a Mac or PC, 
and combining monitoring and the audio interface in a 
single unit both keeps the desktop neat and 
eliminates some system engineering for the user with 
modest needs. It ships with a copy of Cakewalk 
Sonar LE for under $200. 
http://www.samsontech.com (not on the web page yet) 
 
 
Software and Plug-Ins 
 
Being a hard core hardware guy, I’m about the last one to talk about plug-ins, but 
when I dropped into the Mackie demo room, Woody (James Woodburn) showed 
me the Waves Multirack running along side the Onyx 1640i mixer with Firewire 
I/O that they were using to demo some new PA speakers. I was impressed 
enough to find the Waves booth and learn a little more. Multirack is a Windows or 
OS-X plug-in host program, designed to bring Waves processing plug-ins to the 

live sound community. You 
can set up multiple “racks” 
consisting of one or a 
chain of processors with 
inputs and outputs 
assignable for each rack.  
 
It works with any multi-
channel I/O interface that 
you can patch into your 
console, but it’s really slick 
with a mixer such as the 



Mackie Onyx 1640i which has Firewire output and input for every channel as well 
as the main stereo mix. It’s just like plugging a compressor, EQ, or effect into any 
channel insert. You can store and recall presets for each plug-in in the rack, as 
well as save specific rack configurations. Waves plug-ins aren’t cheap, but 
neither is hardware or load-in/out labor, and you can run as many instances of a 
plug-in as your computer can handle. The concept of plug-ins on a live digital 
console isn’t new, but the Multirack brings the technology to users of analog 
consoles or those with multi-channel computer I/O. 
http://www.waveslive.com/html/multirack.aspx#Main 
 
 
Solid State Logic introduced the X-Patch, a similar routing approach to the 
Waves Multirack, but implemented in hardware rather than software. X-Patch is 
essentially the matrix part of the SSL Matrix Console, a 16 x 16 analog routing 
matrix for patching outboard processors into an analog signal path. The X-Patch 
connects via Ethernet to a computer, and the companion Logictivity browser-like 
software allows configuration and storage of favorite processing chains (a mic 
preamp, compressor, and EQ, for example) or individual processors into a 
recording or mixdown path. Input and output connections are on DB-25 
connectors on the rear panel, with each input and output individually configurable 
for +4 dBu or -10 dBv nominal operating level for ease in level-matching. Four 
XLR combo jacks on the front panel duplicate inputs and outputs for channels 1 
and 2 in order to conveniently accommodate visiting equipment.  
 
In addition to the obvious studio applications, X-Patch is also applicable for live 
performance, for example patching up a combination of guitar pedals and studio 
processors or selecting among instrument amplifiers. In this mode, preset routing 
configurations can be selected via a MIDI foot controller.   
http://www.solid-state-logic.com/news/article.asp?ID=219&T=M 
 
 
 
While I was at Waves, I looked at their new Vocal Rider 
plug-in. This isn’t a compressor, it does what a real engineer 
should be doing when mixing a vocal – riding the level a bit 
to keep it just right in relation to the music. It listens to the 
vocal and the mix and does its thing. You can watch a virtual 
automated fader move on the plug-in display. Of course 
there’s some operator control where you can set the point 
where the vocal “sits” in the mix, and give it some bounds as 
to how much it’ll boost or drop the vocal level to keep it in 
place. I was quite impressed with how well it worked on the 
example that they had playing. You can of course record a 
new “ridden” vocal track or apply the plug-in when bouncing 
a mix to stereo, but the Vocal Rider also can write a volume 
automation track to your DAW so you can tweak it further. 



There’s a live mode as well which has an additional control that lets you better 
isolate the vocal from extraneous stage noise such as monitor leakage coming in 
on the vocal channel. It’s available in TDM and native versions for RTAS, Audio 
Suite, Audio Unit, and VST and operates at 24-bit, up to 96 kHz.  
http://www.waves.com/Content.aspx?id=9945&HPMF 
 
 
eJamming AUDiiO, software that supports on-line jamming and collaboration, 
has been around for a while now (the company’s roots go back to on-line MIDI 
collaboration), but their big news at this show was a co-branding association with 
Fender Guitars. Fender will be pushing their program with a free trial offer, 
though I doubt you’ll get a free Fender guitar if you subscribe to eJamming. If the 
product is new to you, what it does is time stamps everything you play or send 
from your DAW to collaborators in real time and lines up everything at the 
receiving end so that even though things go through different paths, you hear a 
coherent in-time ensemble and can play to it. Enter to win a Strat and G-DEC3 
amplifier before April 15 2010 and get a free 30 day trial. 
http://www.fender.com/ejamming 
 
 
The ADIG Human Synchronizer (Version 2 new for this show) is a program that 
derives MIDI clock from any instrument (including a microphone), allowing you to 
set and control playback tempo based on your playing rather than being locked 
into playing with a click track. This gives the musician working with a DAW or 
sequenced tracks the freedom to add expression with tempo changes without 
mapping them in advance. You can also adjust the tempo using an expression 
pedal, MIDI continuous controller (a pitch bend wheel for example) or MIDI notes 
from a tap pad or keyboard, but to me, the program’s primary strength is in letting 
the sequencer follow the player rather than the other way around. The Aphex 
Human Clock, now many years extinct, did that, but the ADIG claims to have a 
superior algorithm for determining tempo. Time marches on and old tools find 
their way back into a new toolbox.  
http://www.adiginvention.com/ 
 
 



Cool Gadgets and Sex Toys 
 

Need more headphone 
outputs? TASCAM’s new 
MH-8 has eight, with each 
position having buttons to 
select between two stereo 
inputs and a direct (more 
me) input in any 
combination. You could 

have vocals, instruments and me, or a mix, reverb, and me, a mix, reverb, and 
click, and so on. There’s 250 mW at 32Ω so it should drive practically any 
headphone to ear-bleeding level. Fortunately, each output has its own volume 
control. This is a one-space rack mountable unit. I don’t know about you but I 
prefer my headphone jacks and volume controls to be out in the studio and I’d 
prefer to see headphone amplifiers in a more convenient form factor to put on the 
floor or perhaps mount on a mic stand. I didn’t look closely, but from the photos it 
looks like the rack ears might be detachable, so that’s a start.  
http://www.tascam.com/products/mh-8;9,2061,3875,16.html 
 
  
Rycote is known for the effectiveness and robustness 
of their blimp and dead- furry-animal windscreens 
which have become standard equipment for the 
professional recording outdoors . Now they have a 
really nice microphone shock mount for studio use. The 
InVision Universal Studio Mount uses their “Lyre” style 
u-shaped resilient suspension components, and comes 
in two versions. Shown here is the universal model 
which can accommodate round or square-bodied 
microphones from 18 to 55 mm (3/4” to 2”) in diameter 
or length and width, securing the mic with four 
opposing screw-in pads. Another model has a 
suspended base plate with a hole designed specifically for mounting Neumann 
TLM series microphones. You can buy a shock mount with neoprene O-Rings for 
about twenty bucks, but when you need superior vibration isolation or want to be 
sure that your $5,000 vintage mic doesn’t slip, check this one out. $120 direct. 
http://www.rycoteinvision.com/ 
 



 
t.c. electronic introduced the world’s first polyphonic guitar/bass/chromatic tuner. 
Its trick is that you can strum across all the strings and the display shows which 
string is out of tune and in which direction. It’s a cool idea and great for a quick 
tuning check, but with essentially a go/no-go display in the polyphonic mode (a 

sharp, OK, and flat LED for each string), I found 
tuning in the poly mode to be a bit fiddly. Once I knew 
which string was out of tune, I preferred the more 
traditional note-and-needle display mode, which also 
offers a “strobe” mode that gives a sense of how far 
off tune the string is. The demo units on display had 
solid body electric guitars plugged in. While I had little 
hope for any sort of effective use acoustically on the 
noisy show floor, I didn’t see a built-in microphone, 
nor is one mentioned in any of the literature. I 
neglected to ask, but I  assume that this is a tool for 
plugged-in players. The t.c. polyphonic tuner may be 
amazing new technology, but unless it gets easier 
after spending some time to get the hang of it, I don’t 
really see that it makes tuning any easier or quicker.  

http://www.tcelectronic.com/polytune.asp 
 
 
 
Everybody needs a vibrator or two, and I saw two at this show. Vibrass is a 
lip massager for brass players. Slip in your own mouthpiece, switch it 
on, and massage your lips for about two minutes before playing. It 
stimulates blood circulation in the embouchure which, the 
company claims, makes playing easier and more accurate.  A 
five minute massage after playing relaxes the embouchure. 
Use according to taste. 
http://www.vibrass.at/index_e.htm 
 
 
 

If that’s a little too personal, ToneRite claims to 
be the world’s first automatic play-in device for 
string instruments. Attach it to the bridge or 
sound board, plug it in, and the top vibrates as if 
the instrument is being played. The theory is that 
instruments get to sounding better as they’re 
played, and if you don’t play enough to properly 
break in your instrument, you can accelerate the 
process with this device. Back when I was in 
college we used to put our guitars on a stand in 
front of one the stereo speakers (yes, we really 



did have stereo when I went to college), crank up some music, and leave for a 
while. Same thing.  
http://tonerite.com/ 
 
 
The Wrap 
 
Well, that’s about it for this show. Every NAMM show there’s talk about how little 
new there is, how many fewer exhibitors and attendees there were, and how it’s 
all about the economy and maybe this will be the end of NAMM shows. Well, 
believe me, it’s not even close. Attendance was actually up a couple of percent 
this year, there were 250 new exhibitors, and nearly everyone I spoke with 
mentioned that they were pleased with the show. While some of the larger 
exhibitors took less space than usual (that’s the economy, stupid – these things 
are really expensive to do) only a few were conspicuous by their absence. I don’t 
see things dying off very soon.  
 
 
 


